As a teacher, you are influential in shaping future generations.

We believe the role you play is paramount to the success of children, and we’re committed to providing you with tools that will help you create success.

Professional & Continuing Education at UNG offers a variety of CEU approved classes online. Regardless of your schedule or location, you can earn continuing education units when it’s convenient for you, and in topics that will increase your skills.

CEUs for Teachers:
If you are taking our courses for CEUs, please be certain to carefully read our guidelines, so that we can be sure you receive your paperwork in a timely manner.

- View All Teacher CEU Courses
- Steps and Information
- Approved Grant Writing Certificate

GO.UNG.EDU/CEUS-FOR-TEACHERS
General Information
We offer a wide range of highly interactive online courses that allow for flexible and independent learning wherever you are. Our online courses are affordable, fun, fast, convenient, and geared just for you.

Notice for Georgia Educators: Some of our online courses afford CEU credit. For a listing of teacher CEU-approved courses see: CEU Information or contact continuinged@ung.edu.

Our online certificate programs are open enrollment and designed to provide the skills necessary to acquire professional level positions for many in-demand occupations. Programs are designed by professionals from each respective field, providing you with effective web-based learning programs. Instructors/mentors are actively involved in your online learning experience, responding to any questions or concerns, as well as encouraging and motivating you to succeed.

Contact Us
www.ung.edu/ce | ContinuingEd@ung.edu | 678-717-2377

Payment Information
We accept Discover, MasterCard, and Visa.

Do you need training, but can’t meet in person? We have you covered!

We offer hundreds of instructor-led and self-paced online learning opportunities so you can gain the skills necessary to advance your career. Our online programs are informative, convenient, and highly interactive. You can complete any course wherever you may be, any time of the day or night.

Don’t see the course you are looking for in the catalog?
For a full list of short courses, visit www.ed2go.com/ung
For a full list of certificate programs, visit careertraining.ed2go.com/ung
Handling Medical Emergencies
Learn how to help family, friends, and anyone in an emergency when every second counts. This course will help you recognize the early signs and symptoms of common medical conditions and emergencies, so you can provide appropriate treatment while waiting for the EMS to arrive.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $159

HIPAA Compliance
If you are just starting your career in the health care field, HIPPA Compliance training is a priceless addition to your resume. This course provides an understanding of the compliance requirements of HIPPA, and subsequent rules and laws that affect HIPPA.
Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Holistic and Integrative Health: Foundations 1 Micro Certificate Program
Gain insights into a unique, person-centered approach to health care. This course focuses on foundational concepts in holistic and integrative health, including stress management, physical activity and movement, nutrition, and healing environments.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 14 | $149

Holistic and Integrative Health: Foundations 2 Micro Certificate Program
This course examines the healing systems of Ayurvedic and traditional Chinese medicine, explores the connection between health and the human spirit, and provides information on ancient and diverse practices of meditation.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 10 | $159

Holistic and Integrative Health: Foundations 3 Micro Certificate Program
This course will allow you to explore the concepts of four holistic therapeutic modalities as you focus on the use of humor, music and sound, energy healing, and massage and bodywork in healing.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 9 | $159

Human Anatomy and Physiology Level I
This course explains the nature of matter and the principles of chemistry that are important to human physiology. You will learn principles of genetics and gain an understanding of how traits are passed from one generation to the next.
Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Human Anatomy and Physiology Level II
In this course, you'll cover some more advanced topics that weren't covered in Human Anatomy and Physiology I. You'll start with basic histology—the study of the different tissues in the body. From there, you'll move on to a discussion of the different senses. You'll also delve into the important topic of cellular metabolism—the chemical reactions that occur in cells.
Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Medical Office Manager (CPPM) Certificate
$3899 (includes voucher), Hours: 555, eighteen months
Course Code: GES152, open enrollment
Medical Office Managers and Administrative Medical Assistants are versatile and valuable members of the healthcare team who can handle a broad range of duties, including patient registration, telephone scheduling, medical records, accounts receivable, data entry, compliance regulations, human resources, and health information.
This in-depth program combines several programs, Medical Terminology, Microsoft Word 2016, Microsoft Excel 2016, Certified Medical Administrative Assistant (CMAA), Certified Electronic Health Records Specialist (CEHRS), and Certified Physician Practice Manager (CPPM), to give you the foundation and training needed to be a Medical Office Manager.
Upon completion of this program, you will be ready to take the Certified Physician Practice Manager (CPPM) exam, offered by the American Academy of Professional Coders (AAPC), the Certified Medical Administrative Assistant (CMAA) and the Certified Electronic Health Records Specialist (CEHRS) national certification exams offered by National Healthcareer Association (NHA). You will receive the study guide materials, access to practice exams, AAPC membership and a voucher for each exam.

Veterinary Assistant Certificate
$1999, Hours: 225, six months
Course Code: GES118, open enrollment
Do you love animals? Have you ever thought about a career as a veterinary assistant? This intensive course will provide the information you need to become a productive member of a veterinary team. The course is designed for people who want to work as veterinary assistants at veterinary hospitals and for those already employed in related positions. Upon completion of the course, you will also have the opportunity to gain access to an Externship Starter Kit.
Are you looking for veterinary assistant schools near you? The course covers all the requirements that hospitals and veterinarians' offices look for, and more! You'll learn about every aspect of veterinary assisting, including anatomy and physiology, animal restraint, laboratory sample collection, assisting in surgery and dentistry, prescription preparation, and taking radiographs.
You'll also learn how to interact professionally with clients and gain the expertise you need to educate them about key topics in pet care, such as nutrition, vaccinations, and administering medication. The course concludes with a lesson to prepare you for the job market, in which you'll see how to create an effective resume, advance your expertise, and develop strong interview skills. You will truly learn everything you need to know to be successful in your new career.
Advanced Hospital Coding and CCS Prep Certificate
$1899 (includes voucher), Hours: 100, six months
Course Code: GES104, open enrollment

Facility coding (hospital coding) is one of the best-paying sectors of the coding profession. If you’re already performing some aspect of facility coding, the Advanced Hospital Coding (AHC) course will fill in the gaps, making you a more marketable employee. If you’re currently working in a physician’s office or other ambulatory care setting, this course will give you the edge you need to advance in the workplace.

Hospital coding is rarely an entry-level position, and most hospital coders are required to be certified. AHC covers advanced, hospital-specific coding and billing procedures and is designed to help you meet the challenge of today’s changing standards. This course utilizes your existing knowledge of medical terminology and healthcare sciences. Upon completion, you will receive a voucher to take the Certified Coding Specialist (CCS) exam.

Certified Outpatient Coder
$2799 (includes voucher), Hours: 200, six months
Course Code: GES153, open enrollment

Medical coding for outpatient facilities is an important skillset to help outpatient hospitals/facilities receive appropriate reimbursement and maintain compliance with coding guidelines and government/payer regulations. The material is presented in a step-by-step manner, and you will learn by completing readings and completing interactive lectures. The course also includes quizzes and exams, so you can test your skills at regular intervals throughout the material. Through these methods, you will learn essential introductory and advanced medical coding skills for outpatient hospitals/facilities.

You will also receive access to the AAPC Advanced ICD-10-CM Online Code Set Training which will take your ICD-10-CM coding skills to a higher level. You will get hands-on training that includes coding for conditions such as, clinical concepts for comprehensive coding of conditions, insight on chronic and acute conditions, and practical coding exercises. Upon completion of this course you will be prepared for the AAPC Certified Outpatient Coder (COC) exam.

This course offers enrollment with or without a voucher. The voucher is prepaid access to AAPC membership, COC practice exams, access to the Practicode tool, and the AAPC Certified Outpatient Coder (COC™) exam.

ICD-10 Medical Coding Certificate
$1699, Hours: 200, six months
Course Code: GES110, open enrollment

ICD-10 is an upgraded diagnostic and procedural medical coding system that, by law, must be implemented throughout the healthcare industry. This new coding system is radically different from the version currently in use, so it’s important to start preparing for and implementing the massive changes to the existing coding system. This online course offers you comprehensive, robust training in diagnostic and procedural coding, using the ICD-10-CM (diagnostic) and ICD-10-PCS (procedural) coding manuals.

This training includes detailed instructions for using the coding manuals, understanding the coding guidelines, and accurately applying the ICD-10 coding steps. There are more than 40 quizzes and exams for diagnoses and procedures by body system to test your knowledge and understanding. In addition, you will find information on the impact of the coding changes on medical coders, healthcare staff, physicians, software systems, documentation, and information technology.
Certified Electronic Health Records Specialist (CEHRS)
$2099, Hours: 134, six months
Course Code: GES136, open enrollment

Electronic health record specialists are critical in today’s healthcare environment, where timely access to accurate patient records is vital to the safety and treatment of patients. This course teaches the skills required to become a certified electronic health record specialist (CEHRS) through the National Healthcareers Association (NHA), including charting, HIPAA compliance, electronic health record management, and insurance and billing. You will be prepared to work on a health information management team, auditing records, compiling reports for patient tracking, and coordinating the systems that keep our healthcare facilities operating.

Certified Health Unit Coordinator
$1399 (includes voucher), Hours: 120, six months
Course Code: GES170, open enrollment

The Health Unit Coordinator is the central figure in a health unit. Learning management of information, communication, medical terminology, critical thinking, and cultural diversity will prepare you to work in a variety of health care settings. In Medical Terminology you will learn not only medical terms themselves, but also their application. You'll start by learning the origins of medical words and how to recognize prefixes and suffixes used in medical terminology. Then you'll learn about the body as a whole and how to differentiate cells, tissues, organs, systems, and cavities. Next, you'll learn to define and describe the function of each system of the human body. This knowledge will help you take the next step in your medical career or education.

Upon completion of this course you will be prepared to sit for the NAHUC Certification Exam. This course also includes a voucher which covers the fee of the exam.

Certified Medical Transcriptionist
$2999 (includes voucher), Hours: 195, six months
Course Code: GES174, open enrollment

In the Certified Medical Transcriptionist course, you will develop skills using online simulations and learn about speech recognition software and its impact on the medical transcription industry. This course will also prepare you to take the Registered Healthcare Documentation Specialist (RHDS) exam. It also includes a voucher which covers the fee of the exam.

During this course, you will put into practice your knowledge of proper transcription formatting and medical terminology through case studies that cover a wide variety of medical situations. You will practice transcribing real medical reports that include medical procedures and treatments; consultations; operative, pharmacology, and radiology reports; and death and discharge summaries. This intensive hands-on training will help you develop your listening, attention to detail and time management skills, which are strong qualities that employers are looking for from candidates.

Certified Professional Medical Auditor
$1599 (includes voucher), Hours: 80, six months
Course Code: GES166, open enrollment

This online training course covers medical record standards and documentation guidelines allowing them to confidently communicate with providers. Coding and documentation compliance are key to a successful practice. This course arms the certified medical auditor with information to assist with improvements in the practice's documentation compliance. Coding and reimbursement concepts assist in a smooth work flow from scheduling the patient visit to the practice being paid for the visit. Understanding these concepts reduce overhead and reduce turnaround time for payment of services, thereby increasing the financial well-being of a practice. Medical record abstraction helps identify risk areas to a practice. Understanding what a provider documents and what will improve the provider's documentation are key to compliance.

This course prepares an experienced coder to improve the financial well-being as well as the compliance of provider practices. Upon completion of this course you will be prepared for the AAPC Certified Professional Medical Auditor (CPMA®) exam. The registration fee for the exam, AAPC membership, and CPMA practice exams are included with this course.
QUICKBOOKS

Quickbooks 2015 - Payroll
Learn how to use QuickBooks 2015 to create paychecks, pay taxes, produce job costing reports, and generate forms and reports quickly and easily.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $149

Quickbooks 2019 I
Take control of accounting for your business. This course provides hands-on experience in QuickBooks 2019 as you set up a chart of accounts; reconcile your bank accounts; create and print invoices, receipts, and statements; track payables, inventory, and receivables; create estimates; and generate reports.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $159

MICROSOFT

Microsoft Access 2019 I
Build, edit, and maintain databases in Microsoft Access 2019/Office 365 using tables, reports, forms, and queries to give you fast access to all your important information. This hands-on course for beginners provides the skills to create an effective database for any type of information at home or on the job.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $199

Microsoft Access 2019 II
Develop a fully functional database in this hands-on Microsoft Access 2019/Office 365 course. Master advanced techniques for presenting data, automating common tasks, and building navigation as you work to create a database project from scratch.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $199

Microsoft Access 2019 Certification Training
$999 (includes voucher), Hours: 90, six months
Course Code: GES892, open enrollment
This Microsoft Access 2019 Training course will prepare you for the Microsoft Office Specialist Access 2019 certification exam. You will first learn foundational database concepts. You will then learn to create databases and tables, query those tables, and create reports. By course completion, you will be able to design, customize, and fully optimize an Access database. These key skills are fundamental to passing the MOS exam and earning your certification.
Microsoft Excel 2019 I
Learn to quickly and efficiently use Microsoft Excel 2019/Office 365 as you discover dozens of shortcuts and tricks for setting up fully formatted worksheets. This course, taught by an experience Microsoft Excel instructor, provides in-depth knowledge for beginners that will have you using Excel like a pro.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $169

Microsoft Excel 2019 II
Master new skills and harness the power of Excel to become a power user. This hands-on course provides in-depth knowledge of charts, graphs, PivotTables, Slicers, Sparklines, AutoFilter, macros, and other advanced Microsoft Excel 2019/Office 365 functions.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $169

Microsoft Excel 2019 III
In this hands-on course, you will learn Microsoft Excel 2019/Office 365’s advanced functions and often-overlooked features, including data analysis tools, data tables and databases, custom controls, and PivotTables.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $169

Microsoft Excel - Pivot Tables
Maximize your investment in Microsoft Excel by mastering its pivot table features. In this practical hands-on course, you will discover how to use different layout, subtotaling, and filtering options and discover a variety of advanced techniques for pivot tables, including Pivot Charts, Timelines, and Slicers. You will also master data analysis by learning how to quickly and easily summarize your data.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $169

Microsoft Excel 2019 Certification Training
$999 (includes voucher), Hours: 70, six months
Course Code: GES896, open enrollment

If your organization uses lists of any kind, you need to know how to use Microsoft Excel. Earning Microsoft Office Specialist Expert certification sets your professional skill set apart from other Excel users. This course will prepare you for the Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) Expert certification exam for Excel 2019.

Microsoft Outlook 2019
Gain the core skills you need to work smarter and faster. This course will help you get up to speed with the latest developments in Microsoft Outlook 2013, including how to manage your email, calendar, and contacts and how to get the most out of tools such as Search Folders and Quick Steps.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Microsoft Project 2019
Learn to effectively plan, implement, and control projects using Microsoft Project 2019/Office 365. This course will help you master the basics to create and share a project schedule, track costs and resources, produce reports, and resolve problems to keep your projects on track.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Microsoft Project 2019 Certificate
$1299, Hours: 120, six months
Course Code: GES2019, open enrollment

This course will teach you foundational web design skills. You will first learn best practices for the technologies that drive web functionality: HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. You will then learn Creating, Styling, and Validating Forms, and take a deep dive into Bootstrapping to further your knowledge of web development. Finally, you will learn how to use the tools of the trade: Adobe Photoshop, Dreamweaver, and Animate.

The need for web designers isn’t slowing down. Every great site needs more than functionality—it needs a fresh, unique look to convey an organization's products, services, and message. With the skills you gain from this intensive course, you can start a fast-paced career in web design.

Microsoft PowerPoint 2019 Certification Training
$999 (includes voucher), Hours: 60, six months
Course Code: GES891, open enrollment

Being a MOS Certified PowerPoint user proves to employers that you are ready to work with PowerPoint. According to Microsoft, individuals with a MOS certification can earn higher salaries than their non-certified peers. This course will teach you how to use Microsoft PowerPoint 2019 and prepare you for the Microsoft Office Specialist certification exam. Microsoft PowerPoint 2019 Certification Training.

You will learn the to create and modify basic presentations using PowerPoint 2019. You will explore the PowerPoint environment, create a presentation, format text on slides to enhance clarity, and add graphical objects to a presentation and modify them. These skills are not only applicable to the Microsoft Office Specialist PowerPoint 2019, but strengthen your professional portfolio and workplace productivity.
Microsoft SharePoint 2019 Certificate
$1299, Hours: 80, six months
Course Code: GES886, open enrollment

This SharePoint 2019 training course will help you build the skills you need to work in a SharePoint environment. SharePoint is the most popular content management system, so understanding how to use its features is valuable at any organization.

You will be equipped with essential SharePoint skills, so you can navigate team sites; manage lists and libraries; and create columns, content types, and views. With these new skills, you will be the go-to user for SharePoint 2019 at your organization.

Microsoft Word 2019 I
Learn to create professional-looking letters, reports, and documents using Microsoft Word 2019/Office 365. This hands-on course will help you master the basic features of this powerful word-processing program to type, edit, and format text, and spell check and print documents like a pro.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $169

Microsoft Word 2019 II
Use Microsoft Word 2019/Office 365 more efficiently by mastering its more advanced features. This hands-on course will teach you how to create an index, build a list of figures, design a table of contents, perform a mail merge, and use timesaving shortcuts to develop professional documents.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $169

Microsoft Word 2019 Certification Training
$999 (includes voucher), Hours: 70, six months
Course Code: GES895, open enrollment

Proficiency in Microsoft Word is the one of the most requested workplace skills. Earning Microsoft Office Specialist and Expert certifications for Microsoft Word 2019 sets your professional profile apart from the casual Word user. To add this credential to your resume, you must pass the Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) and Expert certification exams.

This course will prepare you for the MOS and Expert certification exams for Microsoft Word 2019. You will learn to create, edit, format, and print Microsoft Word documents. You will then move on to learn advanced formatting, use Word 2019 drawing tools, create and manage tables, and work with column layouts. You will also learn more advanced techniques, such as working with tables of contents, footnotes, and endnotes, adding comments, tracking changes, comparing and combining documents, creating envelopes and labels, using Mail Merge, and protecting documents.

Windows 10
Master the basic skills you need to get the most from Windows 10 for both work and play. This course will help you learn to use this powerful new operating system, including customizing your desktop, managing files and folders, and navigating the Web with the new Microsoft Edge browser.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Microsoft Office Master 2019 Certification Training
$2199 (includes voucher), Hours: 245, six months
Course Code: GES897, open enrollment

The Microsoft Office Master 2019 Certification Training course will teach you how to use the Microsoft Office 2019 suite at an advanced level. You will build your expertise through hands-on exercises, in-depth course material, and supplemental video demonstrations. You will also prepare for the certification exams for Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and Outlook. As you prepare for each exam, you will test your skills at regular intervals with quizzes and exams.

Microsoft Office Specialist 2019 (MOS) Certification Training
$2699 (includes voucher), Hours: 335, six months
Course Code: GES898, open enrollment

Microsoft Office is the most widely used business productivity suite. Knowing how to use its products, including Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, is valuable in any professional setting. Earning your Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) certification demonstrates your knowledge of the Office and proves that you’re ready to make an immediate impact at your organization.

This course prepares you for the Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) 2019 certification exams for Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, and Outlook. You will build your expertise in these programs through hands-on exercises, in-depth course material, and supplemental video demonstrations. As you prepare for each exam, you will test your skills at regular intervals with quizzes and exams.
SKILLS TRAINING

Computer Skills for the Workplace
Confidently apply for jobs knowing that you possess the computer skills needed to perform on the job. This course includes a great introduction to Windows 10 and Office 2016 to provide the fundamental computer competencies you need to prosper in a modern workplace.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Keyboarding
Become faster and more confident at the keyboard. This course will help you learn how to touch-type the alphabetic, numeric, and symbol keys; create, save, and edit word processing documents; and successfully take a timed writing test during a job interview.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Wireless Networking
Learn how to plan, deploy, and connect wireless networks from an industry expert. This course removes the mystery behind wireless connections and provide a thorough overview of this fascinating and lucrative technology.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Networking I
Learn to perform basic computer networking tasks such as DSL connectivity, configuring connections to an ISP and creating a private network. This course explains computer networking basics in easy-to-understand terms, using concepts common to everyday, non-computing experience.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Networking II
Gain a full understanding of almost every aspect of networking technology as you prepare for CCNA certification. This course will build your knowledge of networks and networking, with detailed treatments of TCP/IP, how switches and routers operate, DNS, and more with real-world applications for the concepts you learn.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

PC Troubleshooting
Don't spend your hard-earned cash on PC repairs that you can fix yourself with a little troubleshooting knowledge. This course takes you step-by-step through typical hardware and operating system problems and gives you the skills you need to solve them as you learn to maintain and optimize a Windows PC.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $149

AUTOCAD

AutoCAD 2021 Certified User
$2499 (includes voucher), Hours: 155, six months
Course Code: GES3027, open enrollment

This 100% online AutoCAD 2021 training course will teach you how to create and edit a simple drawing, with a focus on the 2D tools within AutoCAD. Once you master the basic 2D skills, you will move on to explore more advanced efficiency tools, complex objects, using external reference and image files, collaboration tools, publishing, and enhancing productivity with simple customization. The course content is heavily focused on hands-on exercises which require that the software be installed. On course completion, you will meet the requirements needed to take the Autodesk AutoCAD Certified User exam.

This course offers enrollment with a voucher. The voucher is pre-paid access to sit for the certifying exam upon eligibility.
Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA)
$1395 (includes voucher), Hours: 75, six months
Course Code: GES344, open enrollment

With cyberattacks on the rise, more organizations are investing in data protection and building out their cybersecurity teams. As an IT professional, earning your CISA certification could be the first step to leading IT security at your organization. This online CISA training course will teach you how to identify and evaluate the five Certified Information Systems Auditor certification domains: auditing, governance, implementation, management, and protection.

Cisco CCNA Certification Training
$2399 (includes voucher), Hours: 225, twelve months
Course Code: GES3023, open enrollment

This course will prepare you for the Cisco® CCNA 200-301 exam, the top associate-level certification for IT professionals. Most businesses today need daily operation on their systems, making networking a high demand skill set. Becoming a Cisco® Certified Networking Associate (CCNA) proves your knowledge of IT networking technology and boosts your career prospects.

Each section will help you master certification-based topics for Cisco networking. Not only will you be prepared for the CCNA 200-301 exam, you will be able to provide networking solutions to real-world applications.

CompTIA A+ Certification Exam Prep I
Learn to work on common computer hardware and showcase your skills with a Basic CompTIA A+ Certification. This course teaches the inner workings of the computer as well as how to configure and troubleshoot in real-world environments with hands-on practice.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $169

CompTIA A+ Certification Exam Prep II
Take the second step toward becoming a CompTIA A+ certified tech by mastering virtualization, multifunction devices, three flavors of Windows, plus macOS and Linux operating systems.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $169

CompTIA A+ Certification Exam Prep III
Finish your CompTIA A+ Certification Prep by learning how to select, install, and service video, sound, and portable computers, and how to network, secure, and troubleshoot.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $169

CompTIA Certification Training: A+, Network+, Security+
$3899 (includes voucher), Hours: 480, twelve months
Course Code: GES327, open enrollment

This course will prepare you for three CompTIA IT certifications that are ideal for entry-level and mid-level professionals: A+, Network+ and Security+. The CompTIA certifications are the most-recognized, vendor-neutral credentials in the industry, and will assure employers that you have the skills they need.

Upon successful completion of this course, you will be prepared to sit for the following exams: CompTIA A+ Exams 220-1001 and 220-1002, CompTIA Network+ Exam N10-007, and CompTIA Security+ Exam SY0-501.

At the end of this CompTIA training, you’ll also be proficient in basic cyber security concepts such as attacks and mitigation, security applications, risk assessment, disaster recovery and incident response, cloud computing, mobile devices, BYOD and SCADA, in addition to vulnerability assessment.

Full Stack Software Developer Certificate
$4999, Hours: 650, eighteen months
Course Code: GES375, open enrollment

Whether you're new to web development or want to build on existing skills, this course will teach you how to create and maintain full-service websites. You will learn all the significant aspects of front-end, back-end, and full-stack development through several milestone exercises and a hands-on project. Throughout the course, you will build a website that hosts learning games. By course completion, your website will allow users to log in, play games, track their progress, see leaderboards, and manage their accounts.

Help Desk Analyst: Tier 1 Support Specialist Certificate
$1799, Hours: 120, six months
Course Code: GES208, open enrollment

The computer support industry is one of the fastest-growing fields, and there is every indication that this growth will continue. This course uniquely prepares you to work as a support specialist by focusing on the business needs of the customer, establishing credibility and trust, and handling the most difficult customer scenarios.

You’ll learn about problem solving and troubleshooting, team dynamics, and interpersonal communication skills. You’ll also get a broad overview of the back-office operations of a support center, and the common industry tools and technologies used in providing exceptional customer support.

This course also prepares for the Support Performance Tier-1 Support Specialist (SPC-TISS) Certification exam at no additional cost, which is an organizational certification through SCInc., not an industry certification.
Information Security 
Training Certificate
$3195 (includes voucher), Hours: 300, nine months
Course Code: GES359, open enrollment

It’s no question that cybersecurity is necessary for any organization. But in this growing field, how do you show that you’re qualified to lead security efforts? Certification. Holding a certification from ISACA or (ISC)² demonstrates your ability to identify, assess, and mitigate evolving security threats.

This online cybersecurity training course will prepare you for three globally recognized certifications: ISACA’s Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA) and Certified Information Security Manager (CISM), and (ISC)²’s Certified Information Security Professional (CISSP).

This course offers enrollment with or without vouchers. The vouchers are prepaid access to sit for the (CISA) and (CISM) certifying exams upon eligibility. Proctor fees may apply, which are not included. A voucher for the (CISSP) exam is not included.

Management for IT Professionals 
Certificate
$2499 (includes voucher), Hours: 390, six months
Course Code: GES405, open enrollment

The Management for IT Professionals Online Training course is particularly well suited for anyone in IT who has recently assumed management responsibilities, anyone who is managing IT professionals, or anyone who wants an introductory perspective on some of the unique issues facing the management of IT professionals. This course explores the developmental process and how to be successful in creating change. Since most business organizations are social systems, the Management for IT Professionals Online Training course will also focus on organizational culture and how it influences the way people work, so as to maximize the long-term health of the organization and its people. This course delivers essential leadership skills, business practices, budgeting strategies, communication skills, and more, all with the goal of helping you run your IT department better than ever before.

Introduction to Artificial Intelligence
For decades, artificial intelligence (AI) has been a staple of science fiction stories, but thanks to modern advances in computational capacity and storage capabilities, it’s becoming a reality. Today, there are examples of artificial intelligence all around us. The purpose of this course is to provide you with an artificial intelligence practical knowledge foundation.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

ITIL 4 Foundation Micro Certificate 
$1299 (includes voucher), Hours: 20, three months
Course Code: GES3025, open enrollment

As the most widely accepted approach to IT service management, earning your ITIL 4 certification is a vital step in your career as an IT management professional. This course covers key concepts of IT service management to prepare you for the ITIL 4 certification exam. You’ll dive into service management, ITIL principles and the service value system (SVS). You will also gain an understanding of the ITIL 4 service management framework and how it adapts to modern technology. The voucher is prepaid access to sit for the ITIL 4 Foundation exam upon eligibility.

ITIL Capability Expert Certificate 
$3499 (includes voucher), Hours: 150, twelve months
Course Code: GES351, open enrollment

The ITIL Expert level of qualification is aimed at those individuals who are interested in demonstrating a superior level of knowledge of the ITIL Scheme in its entirety. You will learn to use IT as a way to improve, transform and grow the business, as well as create a more efficient working environment with contingencies in place.

The online ITIL Expert course is the high quality path and rich experience to ITIL Expert. The fee for the ITIL Expert exams are included with this course. The ITIL courses are offered by IT Training Zone Ltd., an ATO of AXELOS Limited. ITIL is a registered trade mark of AXELOS Ltd., used under permission of AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved.

ITIL Foundation Micro Certificate
$1499 (includes voucher), Hours: 20, three months
Course Code: GES348, open enrollment

ITIL was created as a set of best practices to ensure IT services are aligned to the needs of the business and support its core processes. It demonstrates how to use IT as a way to improve, transform, and grow the business, as well as create a more efficient working environment with contingencies in place.

The Foundation level will offer you a general understanding of the key elements, concepts and terminology of the ITIL life cycle, including how each stage links to one another and their wider contribution to service management.

The ITIL Foundation is a popular qualification sought by employers in IT Service Management, as ITIL is one of the most popular frameworks. This online course will provide you with all that you need to pass the ITIL Foundation certification, including videos, PDF study guides, quizzes, and a practice exam. Upon completion of the course, you will be given a voucher to take the ITIL Foundation Certification exam.

ITIL Lifecycle Expert Certificate
$3699 (includes voucher), Hours: 150, twelve months
Course Code: GES352, open enrollment

The ITIL Expert level of qualification is aimed at those individuals who are interested in demonstrating a superior level of knowledge of the ITIL Scheme in its entirety. You will learn to use IT as a way to improve, transform and grow the business, as well as create a more efficient working environment with contingencies in place. The online ITIL Expert course is the high quality path and rich experience to ITIL Expert. This course offers enrollment with or without a voucher. The voucher is prepaid access to sit for the ITIL Expert exams which can be included with this course.

The ITIL courses are offered by IT Training Zone Ltd, an ATO of AXELOS Limited. ITIL is a registered trade mark of AXELOS Ltd, used under permission of AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved.
Java Programmer + Python Developer Certificate  
$1999, Hours: 255, twelve months  
Course Code: GES3021, open enrollment

Whether you're new to programming or just want to learn new languages, this in-depth course will teach you the ins and outs of Python and Java programming. You will start coding quickly while learning from readings, presentations, exercises, and a final project. By course completion, you will have the skills you need to enter the job market as an entry-level Java or Python programmer.

Java Programmer Certificate  
$1499, Hours: 100, six months  
Course Code: GES337, open enrollment

If you're ready to learn Java, this training course is the perfect place to start. Taking an introductory approach, this Java training course covers most Java syntax elements, concentrating on fundamental and universally useful elements, while providing an overview of many more advanced elements. You will learn to write useful Java classes, applying Object-Oriented concepts such as inheritance, and create Java programs that work with these classes. Early in the course, the concept of objects is introduced so that later concepts can be discussed from the perspective of object orientation.

This course prepares you for entry into the job market as an entry-level Java programmer or allows you to continue your education by learning other programming languages. This course is entirely online and is completed at your own pace.

LPI Linux Essentials Exam Prep  
Gain the support you need to study, prepare for, and pass the LPI Linux Essentials exam. This course will teach you practical, real-world Linux tips and techniques, as well as the skills required to pass the exam.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Oracle I  
Learn to plan, organize, and manage your data using the Oracle database. This course will introduce you to the Structured Query Language (SQL), Oracle’s SQL*Plus, and other valuable tools used to develop, manage, and reference an Oracle database.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Oracle SQL and PL/SQL Developer + Java Programmer Certificate  
$1795, Hours: 220, twelve months  
Course Code: GES339, open enrollment

Oracle SQL is a powerful database programming language that is the standard in the industry. This SQL course provides even more value because it combines Oracle training with sections on PL/SQL Developer and Java Programming, so you learn multiple technologies in one. This course is the best way to learn SQL and is ideal for those looking to get started in each of these coding languages. By the end of the course, you'll be prepared to join the job market as an entry-level Oracle SQL and/or Java Developer, or take on more responsibility within your current role.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Oracle II  
Gain hands-on experience with Oracle’s PL/SQL programming language with expert assistance from an IT veteran. This course will give you the skills you need to write, build, debug, and execute fully functional PL/SQL programs in a database.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149
LPI Linux Essentials Exam Prep
Gain the support you need to study, prepare for, and pass the LPI Linux Essentials exam. This course will teach you practical, real-world Linux tips and techniques, as well as the skills required to pass the exam.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

PC Security
Learn why you're at risk and what you can do to protect your precious personal and business data from the outside world. In this course, a security expert will teach you the fundamentals of PC and network security as you learn to install and configure a firewall to build an impenetrable moat around your computer or network.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

SSCP Systems Security Certified Practitioner
$1799 (includes voucher), Hours: 80, six months
Course Code: GES322, open enrollment
The world of IT security is fast-paced and exciting, with the potential for high earnings—but it can also be competitive. To stay ahead, you’ll need a certification like the Systems Security Certified Practitioner (SSCP), a premier credential that is ideal for those wanting to begin or advance a career in computer networking or security. This online SSCP course will prepare you for this industry-recognized certification, as well as a career in the information technology sector.

The SSCP is one of the best cyber security certifications you can earn, especially as an entry-level professional. An SSCP exam prep course, is a great way to ensure you have the knowledge to succeed—and that you can prove it to your employer. This course will also prepare you for a career as a network administrator or security administrator, and help you stay up-to-date on your skills if you already work in the IT sector. This course offers enrollment with or without a voucher. The voucher is prepaid access to sit for the certifying exam upon eligibility.

Certified Ethical Hacker
$2799 (includes voucher), Hours: 100, six months
Course Code: GES338, open enrollment
To put it one way, “To beat a hacker, you need to think like a hacker.” This course will immerse you into the hacker mindset, putting you in the driver’s seat of hands-on activities. You will scan, test, hack, and secure your own systems. You will learn the five phases of ethical hacking (reconnaissance, gaining access, enumeration, maintaining access, and covering your tracks) and the ways to approach your target and succeed at breaking in every time.

This accredited course provides you with advanced hacking tools and techniques so that you can assess the security posture of an organization with the same approach these malicious hackers use. You’ll be able to identify weaknesses and fix the problems before they are identified by the enemy, preventing what could potentially be catastrophic damage to your organization. This is sure to help you get ahead in your current and future positions.

Upon completion of this course, you will be prepared to sit for the Certified Ethical Hacker Exam 312-50, offered by EC-Council. This course also includes a voucher which covers the fee of the exam.

Certified Information Security Manager (CISM)
$1395 (includes voucher), Hours: 75, six months
Course Code: GES345, open enrollment
In the InfoSec world, security managers are the driving force behind an organization’s cybersecurity policies. These key individuals typically started their IT careers in hands-on roles before earning their CISM certification and taking on managerial duties. If you’re ready to earn your next IT certification, this online training course will fully prepare you for the ISACA Certified Information Security Manager (CISM) certification exam. This course offers enrollment with or without a voucher. The voucher is prepaid access to sit for the certifying exam upon eligibility. Proctor fees may apply, which are not included.

Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA)
$1395 (includes voucher), Hours: 75, six months
Course Code: GES344, open enrollment
With cyberattacks on the rise, more organizations are investing in data protection and building out their cybersecurity teams. As an IT professional, earning your CISA certification could be the first step to leading IT security at your organization. This online CISA training course will teach you how to identify and evaluate the five Certified Information Systems Auditor certification domains: auditing, governance, implementation, management, and protection. This course offers enrollment with or without a voucher. The voucher is prepaid access to sit for the Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA) exam and is included with this course upon eligibility.
CompTIA Security+ Certification Prep I
Gain the skills you need to work in the fast-growing computer security field. This preparation course covers key terminology and concepts you need to know and includes study tools, practice questions, and games to help you successfully pass the challenging CompTIA Security+ certification exam (SYO-501).
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $199

CompTIA Security+ Certification Prep II
Gain the skills you need to work in the fast-growing computer security field. This course continues your preparation for the CompTIA Security+ certification exam (SYO-501) by providing more key terminology and concepts using helpful study tools, practice questions, and games for confidence on test day.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $199

CompTIA® Network+ Certification Prep
Gain skills and confidence in your ability to build and service networks as you prepare for CompTIA Network+ Certification. This course will teach you everything you need to take and successfully pass the CompTIA Network+ certification exam (N10-007).
Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $169

CompTIA™ Security+ Certification Training
$1595 (includes voucher), Hours: 80, six months
Course Code: GES330, open enrollment
Gain the skills you need to be a security professional, and prepare to take the CompTIA™ Security+ certification SY0-501 exam, as you master the basics of system security, network infrastructure, access control, and organizational security. After you complete this course, you’ll be proficient in installing and configuring systems to secure applications, networks, and devices. You’ll also be comfortable performing threat analysis and responding with appropriate mitigation techniques, participating in risk mitigation activities, and operating with an awareness of applicable policies, laws, and regulations.
This course offers enrollment with or without a voucher. The voucher is prepaid access to sit for the certifying exam upon eligibility. After completing the course, you can set up your own exam dates and times at a nearby testing center.

CompTIA Advanced Security Practitioner (CASP) Certification
$1199 (includes voucher), Hours: 75, six months
Course Code: GES363, open enrollment
From small businesses to large corporations, nearly every organization needs cybersecurity. With security being the fastest growing sector of the IT field, earning a CompTIA Advanced Security Practitioner (CASP) certification boosts your professional profile. This online CompTIA training course will prepare you for the CASP certification exam in a flexible, online environment. This course offers enrollment with or without vouchers. The vouchers are prepaid access to sit for the certifying exams upon eligibility. Proctor fees may apply, which are not included.

CompTIA Certification Training: A+, Network+, Security+
$3899 (includes voucher), Hours: 480, twelve months
Course Code: GES327, open enrollment
This course will prepare you for three CompTIA IT certifications that are ideal for entry-level and mid-level professionals: A+, Network+ and Security+. The CompTIA certifications are the most-recognized, vendor-neutral credentials in the industry, and will assure employers that you have the skills they need.

Information Security Training Certificate
$3195 (includes voucher), Hours: 300, nine months
Course Code: GES359, open enrollment
It’s no question that cybersecurity is necessary for any organization. But in this growing field, how do you show that you’re qualified to lead security efforts? Certification. Holding a certification from ISACA or (ISC)² demonstrates your ability to identify, assess, and mitigate evolving security threats.
This course offers enrollment with or without vouchers. The vouchers are prepaid access to sit for the (CISA) and (CISM) certifying exams upon eligibility. Proctor fees may apply, which are not included. A voucher for the (CISSP) exam is not included.
LEADERSHIP

Achieving Success with Difficult People
Do you want to know how to interact with anyone, regardless of how difficult you perceive them to be? This course will give you the skills to effectively meet your needs while protecting the dignity and rights of others to form more cooperative relationships.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $159

Building Teams That Work
Chances are you will be part of a professional or personal team at some point. This course provides you with communication, problem-solving and leadership skills to keep your team on the right track and real-life scenarios that will help you master successful team-building and management.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $159

Customer Service Fundamentals
Learn how to correctly anticipate and meet your customers’ needs. This course will help you discover some effective methods to bring out your best and do the same for the other people you work with as you serve as an ambassador for your company.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Effective Business Writing
Improve your career prospects by learning how to develop powerful written documents that draw readers in and keep them motivated to continue to the end. This course will help you identify gaps and eliminate problem areas in your writing skills.

Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $149

Fundamentals of Supervision and Management
Become a more effective manager by learning the language of business management. This course provides skills in managing time, delegating responsibility, motivating your employees, solving problems and resolving conflicts so you can accomplish your job more effectively.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $159

Get Assertive!
Learn specific techniques to become more assertive in all types of situations, with all types of people, and in all aspects of your life. This course will empower you to be more assertive and includes specific techniques for dealing with people who intimidate or disrespect you.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $159
Office Administrator Certificate
$765, Hours: 120
Rapid growth in healthcare, sales, and other industries have created many new job opportunities for office administrators. Gain the clerical skills and knowledge you'll need to help your organization run efficiently.

To receive this certificate, students must complete: Administrative Assistant Fundamentals, Administrative Assistant Applications, Customer Service Fundamentals, Achieving Success with Difficult People, and Keys to Effective Communication.

View certificate courses.

Interpersonal Communication
Communication is more than just speaking, hearing, or having a good vocabulary. This course explores strategies for success in everyday interpersonal communication. You will explore clear examples of verbal and nonverbal habits, effective listening, self-concept, differences in conversational styles, and conflict management. You will also learn about practical strategies you can use to improve communication at home, in social situations, and in the workplace.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $159

Keys to Effective Communication
Become more confident, make great first impressions, get along with others, and create better personal and professional relationships. This course provides a step by step process to become a great conversationalist as you use communication to build rapport and create trust, warmth, and respect.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $159

Mastering Public Speaking
Become an effective public speaker by discovering how to talk confidently and persuasively to both large and small groups. This course will help you equip yourself with the skills you need to communicate with ease and authority on the job or in any social setting.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $159

Skills for Making Great Decisions
Learn how to make excellent everyday decisions from an experienced counselor and life coach. This course will help you discover how to effectively deal with a crisis, how to use your emotions as decision-making tools, and how to work with others to make the most of every opportunity.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $159

HUMAN RESOURCES

Employment Law Fundamentals
Learn the basics of employment law so you can legally hire, evaluate and manage employees. This course is a must for anyone who is (or aspires to be) a supervisor, manager, or human resources professional.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Understanding the Human Resources Function
Learn the essential role of human resources in successful organizations. This course will help you understand this very vital link in the organizational chain, so that managers and business owners can feel prepared to handle basic human resource functions.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Workers’ Compensation Law
Learn essential knowledge and skills of one of the most important and fastest-growing areas of law. This course provides a solid foundation in workers’ compensation law and could greatly increase your chances of landing a job with a private law firm.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Human Resources Professional Certificate
$1899, Hours: 120, six months
Course Code: GES419, open enrollment

The Human Resources Professional course prepares you for a career in human resources. This course explores the foundational aspects of HR, including human resource laws, hiring disciplines, and labor relations. You will learn industry-recognized practices that align with the Human Resource Certification Institute (HRCI) and the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM).

By the time you finish the course, you will be equipped to start your career in this growing field. Additionally, you will be prepared to take the HRCI’s Professional in Human Resources (PHR) certification exam. The PHR certification recognizes that an individual holds the knowledge and experience needed to excel in human resource management.
Project Management Applications
This course will teach you the same powerful tools and techniques that experienced project management professionals rely on every day. You will learn how to maximize your project's chance of success and become proficient at recruiting and empowering your project's team members. This course will also help you prepare for the internationally recognized Project Management Professional (PMP®) and Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM®) exams offered by the Project Management Institute, PMI®.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $349

Project Management Fundamentals I
Master the essentials of project management with an experienced Project Management Professional as your guide. This course provides the concepts you need to plan, implement, control and close any type of project.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $349

Project Management Fundamentals II
If you're overwhelmed with projects and need a quick jump start to get going, then this is the course for you. You will learn the essential skills you need to survive and thrive, including understanding project outcomes, setting project boundaries, getting to know your project stakeholders, creating a schedule, and managing a project's execution from start to finish.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $349

Mastering Project Management with PMP® Prep Certificate
$1699, Hours: 150, six months
Course Code: GES249, open enrollment

This PMP course will provide you with a deeper understanding of project management concepts and applications in the workplace. At the end of this course, you will be prepared to take the Project Management Professional (PMP®) certification exam.

The goal of this PMI Talent Triangle training course is to provide you with a detailed exploration of key project management topics and concepts, all on your own time. Once complete, you'll have an intermediate to advanced-level comprehension and be ready to sit for the exam. You'll learn about project selection, strategy development, complex schedule modeling, forecasting, risk identification and assessment, status, recovery, and more. You'll also explore project proposals, planning components, and project evaluation and discover how important a project manager is to an organization. The material covered in this course is guaranteed to meet or exceed the educational prerequisites for PMP certification.

PMP, Project Management Professional, Project Management Professional (PMP), PMBOK, PgMP, PMI-RMP, CAPM, PMI-SP, PMI Scheduling Professional (PMI-SP) and the PMI REP Logo are registered marks of the Project Management Institute.

Microsoft Project Certificate
$1299, Hours: 120, six months
Course Code: GES2019, open enrollment

From the construction industry to the information technology sector, project managers are using Microsoft Project to plan, track, and collaborate on business projects. Staying up-to-date with this project management software is important for your professional success.

This online project management course will train you to use Microsoft Project 2019. After learning the software's functions through interactive assignments and milestone quizzes, you will create a master project plan for your capstone. In addition, this course will provide training hours for PDUs needed to maintain PMI qualified certifications.

PMI Risk Management Professional Certificate
$1499, Hours: 50, six months
Course Code: GES278, open enrollment

When it comes to cybersecurity projects, there are many knowns and unknowns. Luckily, risk management professionals plan for all potential risks during a project's lifecycle. If you manage complex projects, earning the PMI RMP certification confirms that you can identify, assess, and mitigate project risks. This online project management course will fully prepare you for the Project Management Institute's Risk Management Professional certification exam.

This course offers enrollment with or without a voucher. The voucher is prepaid access to sit for the certifying exam upon eligibility. Proctor fees may apply, which are not included.

Project Management Essentials with CAPM® Prep Certificate
$1499, Hours: 100, six months
Course Code: GES248, open enrollment

Project Management career opportunities are increasing even when the job market is challenging. Developing the project management skills employers demand can improve your marketability and may be transferable from one industry to another, giving you a lot of flexibility.

In this course, you'll learn the knowledge and skills essential to project managers and those who work on projects in other support roles. The materials in this course are aligned with the international recognized standards of project management. This course is oriented to concepts and knowledge areas such as time, cost, risk and communications. Each lesson focuses exclusively on a single topic so that you can more easily grasp that topic before moving onto the next.

Once complete, you will meet or exceed the educational prerequisites for either the Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM®) certification offered through the Project Management Institute (PMI®).

PMP, Project Management Professional, Project Management Professional (PMP), PMBOK, PgMP, PMI-RMP, CAPM, PMI-SP, PMI Scheduling Professional (PMI-SP) and the PMI REP Logo are registered marks of the Project Management Institute.
LOGISTICS

Freight Broker/Agent Training Certificate
$1899, Hours: 180, six months
Course Code: GES703, open enrollment

Become part of the exciting trucking, freight logistics, and transportation industries as a licensed freight broker or as a freight broker agent. Freight broker training will help you learn the skills you need to be a successful Freight Broker/Agent. From licensing and operations to sales and marketing, you’ll learn the basics of how to run a domestic freight brokerage or agency in the United States.

Freight brokerage is a growing, service-based industry. As a freight agent or broker, you connect shippers and manufacturers with transportation companies and manage those shipments. Entrepreneur magazine has rated the freight brokerage business as one of the top home-based businesses to own, and a Wall Street Journal article cited freight brokering and logistics as the largest growing sector of the transportation industry.

Job Opportunity and Resources
Brooke Transportation Training Solutions hosts a weekly event called Resource Friday. This virtual event is held every Friday, exclusively for their graduates. During this virtual event, all graduates have the opportunity to meet and discuss agent positions with participating freight brokers. Additionally, the best businesses and brokers in the industry talk with graduates about starting their own brokerage, working as an agent for another firm, and other career opportunities. Brooke Transportation is the only training provider currently offering this excellent resource.

Distribution and Logistics Management
Discover how to improve distribution and logistics management activities, reduce costs, save time, increase customer satisfaction, and better meet your company’s objectives. This course will show you how to achieve success through a combination of distribution and logistics strategies and tactics.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Procurement & Purchasing Management Certificate
$2395, Hours: 270, six months
Course Code: GES2105, open enrollment

A career in purchasing can be fun and rewarding if you have the right skill set to succeed on the job. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics there are about 526,000 purchasing related jobs and the median annual wage for purchasing managers was $121,110 in May 2019.

Buyers and purchasing agents buy products and services for organizations to use or to resell. But the job isn’t as simple as just shopping. These professionals must consider a lot of factors when purchasing such as budget, price, availability, demand, logistics, reliability of suppliers, and technical support. Purchasing managers oversee the work of buyers and purchasing agents. In addition, they must be able to accurately report on activity and forecast future events.

The Procurement & Purchasing Management course will introduce you to the basics of the supply chain process, management, purchasing, and contracting issues and is designed for anyone working in or interested in working in purchasing, logistics, or procurement.

Supply Chain Management Fundamentals
Learn what it takes to be a successful supply chain manager. This course will prepare you for internationally recognized certification examinations by teaching you how to create demand forecasts, develop schedules, manage inventory, control production orders, and ensure customer satisfaction.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Supply Chain and Logistics Management Certificate
$755, Hours: 120

The Supply Chain Management Certificate program provides you with the tools and ideas required to increase productivity and give you and your organization a competitive edge. Dive into the processes and strategies behind acquiring, producing and delivering goods and services, both domestically and globally in ways that will optimize performance.

To receive this certificate, students must complete: Supply Chain Management Fundamentals, Manufacturing Fundamentals, Purchasing Fundamentals, Distribution and Logistics Management, and Keys to Effective Communication. View certificate courses.
SUSTAINABILITY

Certified Green Supply Chain Professional
$1599, Hours: 60, thirteen months
Course Code: GES714, open enrollment

The Certified Green Supply Chain Professional Online Training course will give you the specialized knowledge to enable a company to achieve its environmental sustainability goals through global sourcing, materials management, procurement and buying, transportation and logistics, and new product development. This course will help you learn the essentials of green product standards and labeling as well as how to work with sustainable suppliers, implement sustainable business practices, apply lean and green manufacturing strategies, and integrate these practices across the extended supply chain. By the end of this course, you will be prepared to take the Senior Certified Sustainability Professional Certification (SCSP) or Green Supply Chain Professional Certification (GSCP) offered by Green Supply Chain.org. While these are not state or national certifications, once you pass, you will have earned the course credentials and are entitled to use the SCSP or GSCP designation after your name.

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Certificate
$899, Hours: 40, three months
Course Code: GES784, open enrollment

Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED) Green Associate course is designed to educate candidates on the cutting edge green building and sustainable design practices, and enables participants to designate that expertise with an internationally recognized professional credential.

Developed and backed by the U.S. Green Building Council, the LEED Green Associate course and its credential have gained national and global notoriety. The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) rating system is one of the most widely used standards for green building and design. The Tier 1: LEED Green Associate training course and exam covers general information on green building practices for residential and commercial projects, and prepares individuals to support other professionals working on projects seeking LEED certification.

This course will also prepare you for the LEED Green Associate Credential from USGBC (US Green Building Council). This is an internationally recognized certification that designates expertise in green building and design principles. The exam fee is included with the course.

Senior Certified Sustainability Professional
$2399, Hours: 110, twelve months
Course Code: GES713, open enrollment

Are you prepared for an exciting career as a leader in the green-collar economy? By completing this premier online course, you’ll establish yourself as a sustainable business professional. You’ll be ready to take responsibility for coordinating an enterprise’s sustainability strategy across multiple functional areas, including sales, marketing, communications, new product development, global supply chain, operations, and corporate social responsibility.

You’ll start by learning the basics of green purchasing. Next, you’ll cover corporate social responsibility and carbon strategies. You’ll also explore environmental accounting, green transportation, and sustainability consulting.

By the end of the course, you will be prepared to take the Senior Certified Sustainability Professional Certification (SCSP) offered by GreenSupplyChain.org. While this is not a state or national certification, once you pass, you will have earned the course credentials and are entitled to use the SCSP designation after your name.
ACCOUNTING

Accounting Fundamentals I
If you want to increase your financial awareness and gain a marketable skill, this course is for you. You will learn the double-entry bookkeeping, financial transactions, financial reporting, and more.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Accounting Fundamentals II
Explore the world of corporate accounting and increase your financial know-how while gaining in-demand skills. This course will provide you with a solid understanding of recording and analyzing plant assets, depreciation, interest, dividends, revenue and other important corporate money matters.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Accounts Payable Manager Certification
$1499 (exam cost included), Hours: 30, three months
Course Code: GES2075, open enrollment
This course will prepare you for the Institute of Finance & Management’s (IOFM) Accounts Payable Manager (APM) certification, the gold standard within the financial operations industry. You will gain key AP skills, including leadership, internal controls and oversight, and process improvement.
With the world of financial operations evolving at the speed of technology, certified APMs are in demand. In fact, more than 25,000 of your peers have advanced their careers with IOFM certification. Whether you’re new to AP or have been in AP for years, this Accounts Payable Manager course is designed for you.

Accounts Payable Specialist Certification
$1499 (exam cost included), Hours: 30, three months
Course Code: GES2074, open enrollment
This online course will prepare you for the Institute of Finance & Management’s (IOFM) Accounts Payable Specialist (APS) certification. This associate-level certification focuses on intermediate financial operations skills.
Today’s companies employ certified accounts payable professionals to ensure their expenses are accurately paid. With APS certification, you demonstrate your understanding of invoices, payments, T&E, Automation, and other key functions to potential employers. If you’re new to the AP industry or plan to advance your career, the Accounts Payable Specialist course is for you.

Chartered Tax Professional Certificate
$1899, Hours: 180, eighteen months
Course Code: GES219, open enrollment
A Chartered Tax Professional (CTP) is someone who has completed a specific series of tax courses in individual and small business income tax preparation. This nationally recognized innovative online certificate course enables you to start working and earning money while completing coursework toward the CTP professional credential.
After successfully completing this course, you will be qualified to prepare individual tax returns for almost all U.S. taxpayers and will also have the tax knowledge to successfully pass the Special Enrollment Examination (SEE). The Special Enrollment Examination (SEE) is a test that individuals can take to become an Enrolled Agent in the United States. The Enrolled Agent credential is issued and regulated by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).

ADMINISTRATIVE

Administrative Assistant Prep I
Become an indispensable member of the corporate team as an Administrative Assistant. This course will help you master essential job responsibilities as you identify opportunities and implement solutions for increased productivity throughout your company.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Administrative Assistant Prep II
Gain the skills you need for success as a Certified Administrative Professional. This course will not only give you the ability to perform daily administrative tasks, but will also give you an inside view into how a professional organization’s different departments work together to make or break a company.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Certified Bookkeeper
$1999 (voucher included), Hours: 140, six months
Course Code: GES202, open enrollment
From bank reconciliation to inventory methods, this online course will prepare eligible bookkeepers for the American Institute of Professional Bookkeepers (AIPB) certification exam. AIPB certification is the highest standard in the profession, so this course is recommended to practicing bookkeepers with several years of experience and a working knowledge of payroll concepts, including accounting transactions and journal entries. The Certified Bookkeeper course includes a prepaid voucher with enrollment that provides access to sit for the AIPB certification exam.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | packed course indispensable.

contributions for support, you’re sure to find this information—
or/and attract media, entice donors, and develop volunteers. If your
organization relies on a diverse mix of fees, events, and/or
fundraising ideas and help you discover where the best
corporate and foundation fundraising jobs are and how to
fundraise. This course will provide a wealth of new nonprofit
management, and human resources fundamentals, among
other topics. You will also learn to effectively write for business,
produce documents, and utilize informational technology.
You’ll gain event and project management skills, which includes
virtual meeting coordination. As technology develops, this skill
has become increasingly useful. Each course module concludes
with a quiz, helping you to effectively track your progress and
test your skills. This course includes a voucher which covers the
fee of the exam.

BUSINESS

Introduction to Business Analysis
Give yourself an employment advantage by developing
analytical skills that are consistently in high demand. This
course will teach you powerful quantitative methods that will
have you making better, more informed, and more effective
business decisions.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $299

NONPROFIT

Nonprofit Startup & Management Certificate
$755, Hours: 120

Develop the skills and strategies you need to become an
integral part of one of America’s fastest growing service
sectors. Learn the fundamentals of how nonprofits are created,
managed, and marketed. Whether you are looking to enter the
nonprofit field or receive training for yourself, staff or board
members, you can enhance your nonprofit’s effectiveness with
UNG’s Nonprofit Startup & Management certificate.

To receive this certificate, students must complete:
Starting a Nonprofit, Marketing Your Nonprofit, Nonprofit
Fundraising Essentials, Interpersonal Communication, and
Business Finance for No-Finance Personnel.

View certificate courses.

Nonprofit Fundraising Essentials
Explore the skills you need to become a successful nonprofit
fundraiser. This course will provide a wealth of new nonprofit
fundraising ideas and help you discover where the best
corporate and foundation fundraising jobs are and how to
apply for them.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Marketing Your Nonprofit
Discover how to increase membership, expand program value,
attract media, entice donors, and develop volunteers. If your
organization relies on a diverse mix of fees, events, and/or
contributions for support, you’re sure to find this information-
packed course indispensable.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

WRITING

Effective Business Writing
Improve your career prospects by learning how to develop
powerful written documents that draw readers in and keep
them motivated to continue to the end. This course will help
you identify gaps and eliminate problem areas in your writing
skills.

Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $149

Writing Effective Grant Proposals
Learn to prepare grant proposals that get solid results for your
favorite organization or charity. Over $200 billion annually is
available for worthy causes and most people don’t know how
to prepare the application that will deliver needed funding.
Avoid the mistakes that get applications for wonderful projects
tossed into the wastebasket. Learn how to write professional
proposals that actually succeed.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Advanced Grant Proposal Writing
Learn from an experienced grant writer how to research and
write winning grant proposals. This course will provide you
with a complete understanding of all the components used
to determine whether to fund or reject a proposal and how to
give your project an edge over others.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Technical Writing Fundamentals
If you have a knack for explaining complex subjects in a way
that makes them easy to understand, you should consider
entering the well-paying field of technical writing. This course
will teach you the fundamental techniques that all successful
technical writers use.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Technical Writing Certificate
$1799, Hours: 80, six months
Course Code: GES217, open enrollment

This technical writing course is for you if you want to develop
your technical writing abilities or are seeking a professional
career as a technical writer. It will improve your understanding
and use of written communications, making you an asset
in any administrative, management, or technical writer role.
Within the course, you will learn research methods, audience
considerations, various writing styles, drafting and revision
techniques, working in a collaborative environment, and more.

Grant Writing Certificate
$745, Hours: 120

Earn your certificate in grant writing. Follow a step-by-step
curriculum with an experienced grant writer as your instructor
to help you master every phase of crafting a compelling grant
proposal. You will gain the necessary skills to write successful
proposals that will secure the funding your organization needs.

To receive this certificate, students must complete:
A to Z Grantwriting, A to Z Grantwriting II, Get Grants!,
Writing Effective Grant Proposals, and Advanced Grant
Proposal Writing. View certificate courses.
MARKETING

Business Marketing Writing
Expand your writing skills and learn to create copy that achieves business and marketing goals. This course will help you use the power of writing to present a solid, cohesive message to your target audience and improve your chances of getting hired or promoted.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Marketing Your Nonprofit
Discover how to increase membership, expand program value, attract media, entice donors, and develop volunteers. If your organization relies on a diverse mix of fees, events, and/or contributions for support, you’re sure to find this information-packed course indispensable.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Small Business Marketing on a Shoestring
Discover how to use the same marketing tricks the big companies employ and create a personalized plan without clearing out your bank account. This course will help you master cost effective marketing strategies the provide results with hands-on activities and real-world examples.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Marketing Design Certificate Program
$3199, Hours: 360, twelve months
Course Code: GES502, open enrollment

Looking to launch your career designing marketing or identity pieces for large companies or small businesses? The Marketing Design Online Training course focuses on helping you develop technical skill and creative artistry using applied marketing principles. You'll complete a variety of projects, including marketing concept development, retouching, compositing, illustration, advertising design, logo design, and corporate branding.

You'll learn in-demand software programs that a marketing designer needs to know: Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator. You will build a skill set in digital image preparation and vector illustration while applying foundation design concepts in color, typography, and identity design. Hands-on projects focus on essential skills and provide you with experience in business-focused design scenarios.

OMCA® Display Advertising Associate Certification
$1799 (includes voucher), Hours: 60, six months
Course Code: GES263, open enrollment

In this course, you will learn to explain, evaluate, and dissect display ad data, and best practices in building and maintaining display ad campaigns. You will have access to multiple disciplines, live workshops, and forums to interact with faculty and students. You will be prepared to take the Online Marketing Certified Associate (OMCA®) exam. This course also includes a voucher which covers the fee of the exam. By the time you complete this course, you’ll be fully prepared to begin a career as a Display Ad focused digital marketer.

OMCA® Content Marketing Associate Certification
$1799 (includes voucher), Hours: 70, six months
Course Code: GES261, open enrollment

In this course, you will learn how to create targeted and engaging content, across multiple mediums, tailoring the content for each platform it is delivered on. By the time you complete this course, you’ll be fully prepared to begin a career as a content focused digital marketer. You will have access to multiple disciplines, live workshops, and forums to interact with faculty and students. Upon completion of your course, you’ll receive an exam voucher to take the Online Marketing Certified Associate (OMCA®) exam.

OMCA® Mobile Marketing Associate Certification
$1799 (voucher included), Hours: 105, six months
Course Code: GES265, open enrollment

Learn from industry experts as they share critical skills used within the mobile marketing landscape. Learn how to find, engage, and convert customers using mobile devices, and you'll gain a highly coveted skill set within the digital marketing profession. This course will prepare you to take the Online Marketing Certified Associate (OMCA®) exam. This course also includes a voucher which covers the fee of the exam. By the time you complete this course, you’ll be fully prepared to begin a career as a mobile marketing focused digital marketer.
SALES

Professional Sales Skills
If you’ve always dreamed of becoming successful in sales, this course is exactly what you need. You’ll learn how to turn prospects into buyers, how to provide proper customer service, how to develop a sales plan, and much more.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Effective Selling
Discover how you can easily convert a potential customer into a long-term asset. This course will help you lay the groundwork for repeat business and your future success with knowledge, planning skills, communication techniques, and the understanding of human nature.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Mastering Public Speaking
Become an effective public speaker by discovering how to talk confidently and persuasively to both large and small groups. This course will help you equip yourself with the skills you need to communicate with ease and authority on the job or in any social setting.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Salesforce: Power User Certificate Program
$899, Hours: 75, six months
Course Code: GES365, open enrollment
Salesforce is the leading customer relationship management (CRM) software for sales and marketing automation. This online course will train you to be a Salesforce Power User, so you can navigate the Lightning interface, create and manage accounts, handle leads and utilize opportunities. By becoming proficient in Salesforce, you will be able to better engage customers with the most popular CRM software available to large and small businesses.

OPTIMIZATION/ANALYTICS

Achieving Top Search Engine Positions
If you want to increase website traffic, you must understand how to improve your search engine ranking. This course will give you the knowledge you need to boost website visibility with proven, step-by-step SEO strategies you can implement immediately.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Google Analytics
Learn to use Google Analytics to make the most of your online traffic. This course guides you step-by-step, report-by-report, through the major parts of the Google Analytics interface, including how to track visits, determine your best content, understand demographics, recognize patterns of use, and more.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

OMCA® Conversion Optimization Associate Certification
$1799 (includes voucher), Hours: 105, six months
Course Code: GES262, open enrollment
In this course, you will develop a conversion optimization framework, learn how to build and maintain momentum and dialog with customers, and produce results. You will have access to multiple disciplines, live workshops, and forums to interact with faculty and students. You will be prepared to take the Online Marketing Certified Associate (OMCA®) exam. This course also includes a voucher which covers the fee of the exam. By the time you complete this course, you’ll be fully prepared to begin a career as a conversion focused digital marketer.

OMCA® PPC Associate Certification
$1799 (includes voucher), Hours: 110, six months
Course Code: GES266, open enrollment
In this course, you will master the art of conducting campaign audits as well as develop a conversion optimization framework so that you can turn successful campaigns into happy customers. This course will prepare you to take the Online Marketing Certified Associate (OMCA®) exam. It also includes a voucher which covers the fee of the exam. By the time you complete this course, you’ll be fully prepared to begin a career as a paid search focused digital marketer.

OMCA® SEO Associate Certification
$1799 (includes voucher), Hours: 110, six months
Course Code: GES268, open enrollment
In this course, you will learn how to recognize the nuances of helping a site rank and develop a conversion optimization framework to turn visitors into customers. This course will prepare you to take the Online Marketing Certified Associate (OMCA®) exam. It also includes a voucher which covers the fee of the exam. By the time you complete this course, you’ll be fully prepared to begin a career as an SEO focused digital marketer.

OMCA® Web Analytics Associate Certification
$1799 (includes voucher), Hours: 145, six months
Course Code: GES269, open enrollment
Digital marketers are in high demand in the job market, and the need for trained and experienced marketers is constantly expanding. Being able to implement multi-channel analytics can bring powerfully positive impacts to any marketing effort and make you stand out in the digital landscape. In this course, you’ll learn how to leverage competitive intelligence to analyze, provide context for, and increase observed marketing successes. Upon completion, you will receive an exam voucher to take the Online Marketing Certified Associate (OMCA®) exam.
SOCIAL MEDIA/DIGITAL MARKETING

Digital Marketing Certificate
$755, Hours: 120

Learn digital marketing fundamentals needed to grow your business or advance your marketing career. This course is designed for marketing generalists, people who are new to marketing, and seasoned marketing leaders who need to know more about the digital marketing landscape. Master in-demand skills including analytics, search engine optimization, and social media strategy that are sure to increase your competitive advantage.

To receive this certificate, students must complete:
View certificate courses.

Digital Marketing Strategist Certificate
$3599, Hours: 400, twelve months
Course Code: GES2040, open enrollment

Digital marketing is one of the fastest growing industries globally. With more customers shopping online, many organizations are using marketing strategies like paid advertising, email, and SEO to reach new audiences. This course will teach you how to leverage your talent to plan and implement digital marketing campaigns.

You will learn how to integrate digital, social, and content marketing verticals to drive engagement and build a sales funnel. You will also learn best practices for using today’s most effective marketing tools. Topics include direct marketing, market research, Google AdWords, and more.
Using Social Media in Business
Learn how to use the five most popular social media platforms-Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, and Instagram-to grow and promote your business. This course will help you harness the power of social media to connect with new customers, advertise products, and promote your brand.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Marketing Your Business on the Internet
In this hands-on course, you’ll discover proven methods for establishing an Internet presence and building a brand identity. You’ll learn to incorporate SEO, advertising, email, social media, and more to develop an effective Internet marketing plan for your business even with little money to spend.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Write Effective Web Content
Learn the skills and techniques you will need to make your website or blog a must-visit site on the Internet. This course will teach you how to write web content and produce multimedia that speaks to viewers in an engaging, clear, and interactive way.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $149

OMCA® Social Media Associate Certification
$1799 (includes voucher), Hours: 110, six months
Course Code: GES267, open enrollment
When you engage consumers where they are and speak their language, you’ll connect with them on a deeper level, which is why so many companies are investing in social media marketing. Learn one of the most sought after marketing skills from industry experts, and see how you can leverage social media to increase your company’s revenue.

In this course, you will learn how to build social marketing campaigns from start to finish. You’ll master the different opportunities available, recognize when to use the different channels, and the best way to reach people on the go. By the time you complete this course, you’ll be fully prepared to begin a career as a social media marketing focused digital marketer. You will have access to multiple disciplines, live workshops, and forums to interact with faculty and students.

Upon completion of your course, you’ll receive an exam voucher to take the Online Marketing Certified Associate (OMCA®) exam.

OMCA® Email Marketing Associate Certification
$1799 (includes voucher), Hours: 70, six months
Course Code: GES264, open enrollment
Digital marketers are in high demand in the job market, and the need for trained and experienced marketers is constantly expanding. Better yet, the field of digital marketing offers numerous opportunities for specialization, so you’re sure to find the arena in which you shine. In this course, you will master the art of reaching people by email and building an ongoing relationship using marketing automation. You will also be prepared to take the Online Marketing Certified Associate (OMCA®) exam. This course also includes a voucher which covers the fee of the exam. By the time you complete this course, you’ll be fully prepared to begin a career as an email and marketing automation focused digital marketer.

OMCP® Email Marketing and Automation Professional Certificate
$2199 (includes voucher), Hours: 150, nine months
Course Code: GES256, open enrollment
In this course, you will master the art of reaching people by email and building an ongoing relationship using marketing automation. By the time you complete this course, you’ll be able to further your career as an email and marketing automation focused digital marketer.
Throughout the course, you will have access to multiple live workshops and forums that will allow you to interact with faculty and other students online. This course will prepare you for the OMCP® certification exam. This course offers enrollment with or without a voucher. The voucher is prepaid access to sit for the certifying exam upon eligibility.

OMCP® Social and Mobile Marketing Professional Certificate
$2199 (includes voucher), Hours: 190, nine months
Course Code: GES257, open enrollment
In this course, you will learn how to build mobile and social marketing campaigns from start to finish. You’ll master the different opportunities available, understand when to use the different channels, and know the best way to reach people on the go. By the time you complete this course, you’ll be fully prepared to further your career as a social media and mobile marketing focused digital marketer.
Throughout the course, you will have access to multiple live workshops and forums that will allow you to interact with faculty and other students online. This course will prepare you for the OMCP® certification exam. This course offers enrollment with or without a voucher. The voucher is prepaid access to sit for the certifying exam upon eligibility.
C# Programming I
Learn the fundamentals of computer programming with the C# programming language. This course uses hands-on practice, examples, and assignments to develop your knowledge of C# programming by using a state-of-the-art language to build impressive applications on your own computer.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Creating WordPress Websites
Learn how to create websites with WordPress, the world’s most popular website building platform.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

C# Programming II
Build upon your knowledge of C# by writing GUI applications. This course will walk you through computer application design and implementation with real examples and practice exercises that provide programming problems you can solve to demonstrate your new knowledge.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

CSS3 and HTML5 I
Create state-of-the-art, modern websites like the pros using CSS3 and HTML5. This course will provide you with the foundation you need to master these two critical and fast-growing new Web languages through hands-on training and expert instruction.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

CSS3 and HTML5 II
Use CSS3 and HTML5 to streamline code that adapts to a variety of devices, screen resolutions, Web browsers, and user needs as you build modern websites. This course takes your CSS and HTML skills to the next level by teaching the methods the pros use to quickly build responsive sites that are easy to maintain and modify.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

CSS3 and HTML5 III
Learn the essentials of CSS3 and HTML5—languages that have redefined how modern web pages are created. In this course, you’ll gain hands-on experience as you learn to design fast, intuitive, and exciting websites that are both interactive and responsive.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Creating Mobile Apps with HTML5
Discover a better way to build apps that run on just about any smartphone or tablet. This course will demonstrate ways to imagine, design, build, and optimize a cross-platform mobile app using the very latest HTML5 standards.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Designing Effective Websites
Master the basics of web design and learn to build sites that are better and more effective. This course provides powerful graphic design techniques that will help your site stand-out from all the others.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Creating Web Pages I
Learn the basics of HTML as you design, create, and post your very own website. This course will help you plan the content, structure, and layout of your website, create neatly formatted text, build links, and add color, graphics, and tables, as well as understand no-cost web marketing strategies and SEO.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Creating Web Pages II
If you want to build websites from the ground up, this is the course for you. You’ll learn the latest programming languages with step-by-step instructions to help you build easy-to-use, interactive websites that work in any browsing environment.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

CSS3 and HTML5
Create state-of-the-art, modern websites like the pros using CSS3 and HTML5. This course will provide you with the foundation you need to master these two critical and fast-growing new Web languages through hands-on training and expert instruction.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Creating WordPress Websites
Learn how to create websites with WordPress, the world’s most popular website building platform.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Creating Mobile Apps with HTML5
Discover a better way to build apps that run on just about any smartphone or tablet. This course will demonstrate ways to imagine, design, build, and optimize a cross-platform mobile app using the very latest HTML5 standards.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

CSS3 and HTML5 I
Create state-of-the-art, modern websites like the pros using CSS3 and HTML5. This course will provide you with the foundation you need to master these two critical and fast-growing new Web languages through hands-on training and expert instruction.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

CSS3 and HTML5 II
Use CSS3 and HTML5 to streamline code that adapts to a variety of devices, screen resolutions, Web browsers, and user needs as you build modern websites. This course takes your CSS and HTML skills to the next level by teaching the methods the pros use to quickly build responsive sites that are easy to maintain and modify.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

CSS3 and HTML5 III
Learn the essentials of CSS3 and HTML5—languages that have redefined how modern web pages are created. In this course, you’ll gain hands-on experience as you learn to design fast, intuitive, and exciting websites that are both interactive and responsive.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Designing Effective Websites
Master the basics of web design and learn to build sites that are better and more effective. This course provides powerful graphic design techniques that will help your site stand-out from all the others.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149
Java Programming I
Get comfortable programming with Java while gaining skills from an experienced Java programmer. This course provides you with easy-to-understand examples and plenty of skill-building exercises using the latest version of Java to give you confidence as you learn programming.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Java Programming II
Deepen your knowledge of Java, and begin writing more sophisticated and professional programs. This course provides hands-on experience building different applications that combine the concepts of sequential data files, data processing, class hierarchy and inheritance, and/or GUI application creation.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

JavaScript
Build on your knowledge of HTML and CSS by adding interactivity to your web pages with JavaScript. This course provides hands-on practice as you start with the basics and move on to more advanced topics to master not just JavaScript but jQuery as well.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Managing Web Design Projects
In this Managing Web Design Projects training class, you will learn all about the design process and how to manage a web design project from start to finish.
Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

PHP and MySQL I
Learn how to create dynamic web pages and interactive websites using the PHP programming language and MySQL database server. This course provides clear, step-by-step instructions and useful templates for creating a complete website capable of dynamically displaying data from a MySQL database.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

PHP and MySQL II
Gain the skills to create a dynamic, interactive commercial online store using PHP and MySQL in this hands-on course. Walk through the steps for developing a complete online store web application, and leave the course with code templates that you can use to create your own unique online store.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

SQL I
Gain a solid working knowledge of the most powerful and widely used database programming language. This course will provide you with the skills to write SQL queries to create tables, retrieve data from single or multiple tables, manipulate data in a database, and gather statistics from data stored in a database.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

SQL II
Gain confidence using a wide range of advanced SQL techniques. This course will expand your SQL knowledge and provide skills for writing powerful queries that perform complicated searches and sorts of data.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Front-End Web Developer Certificate
$2199, Hours: 160, six months
Course Code: GES3014, open enrollment
Everything a user sees and interacts with on a website was built by a front-end developer. Considering how many websites exist, front-end web developers are in high demand. This course will prepare you for an entry-level career in this growing job market. You will learn how to use HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to create functional, responsive web applications.
In addition to learning these three languages, you will also put theory into practice to build the front-end of a website. The portfolio you develop in this course will be a vital asset when you enter the web development field.

Microsoft SharePoint 2019 Certificate
$1299, Hours: 80, six months
Course Code: GES886, open enrollment
This SharePoint 2019 training course will help you build the skills you need to work in a SharePoint environment. SharePoint is the most popular content management system, so understanding how to use its features is valuable at any organization.
You will be equipped with essential SharePoint skills, so you can navigate team sites; manage lists and libraries; and create columns, content types, and views. With these new skills, you will be the go-to user for SharePoint 2019 at your organization.

OMCA® Web Analytics Associate Certificate
$1799 (includes voucher), Hours: 145, six months
Course Code: GES269, open enrollment
Digital marketers are in high demand in the job market, and the need for trained and experienced marketers is constantly expanding. Being able to implement multi-channel analytics can bring powerfully positive impacts to any marketing effort and make you stand out in the digital landscape. In this course, you’ll learn how to leverage competitive intelligence to analyze, provide context for, and increase observed marketing successes. Upon completion, you will receive an exam voucher to take the Online Marketing Certified Associate (OMCA®) exam.

Web Design Professional Certificate
$3199, Hours: 384, twelve months
Course Code: GES517, open enrollment
This course will teach you foundational web design skills. You will first learn best practices for the technologies that drive web functionality: HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. You will then learn Creating, Styling, and Validating Forms, and take a deep dive into Bootstrapping to further your knowledge of web development. Finally, you will learn how to use the tools of the trade: Adobe Photoshop, Dreamweaver, and Animate.
DIGITAL DESIGN

Digital Arts Certificate
$3299, Hours: 360, twelve months
Course Code: GES503, open enrollment

Looking to make your mark in the digital arts? The Digital Arts Online Training course will give you the education you need. You'll gain hands-on experience in fundamental technical and creative skills in digital imaging, traditional drawing, and digital illustration. You will master the intricacies of Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator, build your understanding of color, and explore the representation of form through vector illustration and drawing.

Hands-on projects focus on core skills and provide you with experience in traditional and digital media. Class assignments include digital imaging, vector drawing, traditional drawing, color and composition, and editorial illustration.

Typography
Learn the basics of working with type and fonts for web design projects.

Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Marketing Design Certificate
$3199, Hours: 360, twelve months
Course Code: GES502, open enrollment

Looking to launch your career designing marketing or identity pieces for large companies or small businesses? The Marketing Design Online Training course focuses on helping you develop technical skill and creative artistry using applied marketing principles. You'll complete a variety of projects, including marketing concept development, retouching, compositing, illustration, advertising design, logo design, and corporate branding.

You'll learn in-demand software programs that a marketing designer needs to know: Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator. You will build a skill set in digital image preparation and vector illustration while applying foundation design concepts in color, typography, and identity design. Hands-on projects focus on essential skills and provide you with experience in business-focused design scenarios.
Adobe InDesign CC I
Learn how to use Adobe InDesign CC software to create professional-quality letterhead, brochures, forms, eBooks, business materials and more. This course uses hands-on exercises and expert instruction to help you discover how the program features relate to producing actual usable documents.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Adobe InDesign CC II
Learn to use advanced features in Adobe InDesign Creative Cloud (CC) to produce professional brochures, forms, and documents. This course will not only make you comfortable designing and planning workflows and templates, but also efficient and effective at amping up your publications.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Adobe Illustrator CC
In this Introduction to Illustrator Creative Cloud training class, students will get started creating graphics and illustrations, starting with the basics, including using the tools and utilities the program offers to create layouts and illustrations.
Self-Paced | Hours: 28 | $119

Graphic Design with Photoshop Certificate
$2199, Hours: 200, nine months
Course Code: GES518, open enrollment
In this course, you will begin with basic graphic design techniques and build your skills from the bottom-up, mastering the terms and processes that professional graphic artists rely on. You’ll learn the rules and standards for effective graphic design and discover innovative strategies. This knowledge of graphic design will help you select graphics that convey the desired message, style, and tone for a variety of clients. Additionally, you’ll discover how to correctly package a project for printing and production.

Photoshop CC I
Whether you're a photographer, graphic artist, or just want to alter your old family photos, you need to learn Adobe Photoshop. This hands-on, project-oriented course is filled with detailed step-by-step instructions that will teach you how to edit photos and create basic images using Photoshop in the Creative Cloud. You'll discover the latest techniques for editing out flaws, correcting poor exposure, adding new elements, and more!
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Photoshop CC II
Take a giant leap forward in the way you creatively and productively use Photoshop. This course explores the more advanced features of Photoshop CC including layers, layer masks, Smart Objects, and others that let you re-edit images and create templates that you can edit and use again and again.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $149

Photoshop CS6 I
Learn to use the world’s best graphics program, Adobe Photoshop CS6, to edit and process photos and create original images. This course provides detailed, step-by-step instructions that will teach you how to use Photoshop CS6 with confidence.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $149

Photoshop CS6 II
Gain skills using Photoshop that will allow you to be more productive and creative. Discover more advanced features of Photoshop CS6 including layers, layer masks, Smart Objects, and others in this hands-on course that prepares you to create images that are ready for print or the web.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $149

Digital Game Artist Certificate
$2699, Hours: 600, eighteen months
Course Code: GES3006, open enrollment
Looking to make your mark in the digital arts? The Digital Arts Online Training course will give you the education you need. You’ll gain hands-on experience in fundamental technical and creative skills in digital imaging, traditional drawing, and digital illustration. You will master the intricacies of Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator, build your understanding of color, and explore the representation of form through vector illustration and drawing.

Hands-on projects focus on core skills and provide you with experience in traditional and digital media. Class assignments include digital imaging, vector drawing, traditional drawing, color and composition, and editorial illustration.

Video Game Design and Development Certificate
$1999, Hours: 500, twelve months
Course Code: GES605, open enrollment
Using a comprehensive and analytical approach to game development, this course offers you the opportunity to learn how to effectively implement technical game ideas, assuming no prior training or experience. The curriculum is divided into four major areas of study: programming languages, mathematics skills, game asset creation, and modern real-time game engines. It will conclude with an independent study phase where you will design, document, and create your own game using all of the programming and game art skills you learned in the core classes. This course is entirely online and is completed at your own pace.
Introduction to Natural Health and Healing
Take charge of your own health and healing by discovering how to achieve total health of the mind, body, and spirit. This course allows you to explore a variety of methods including diet, hydrotherapy, positive attitude, relaxation, yoga, chiropractic, natural remedies and more to achieve total health.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

NASM Certified Nutrition Coach
$1299 (includes exam), Hours: 80, six months
Course Code: GES1006, open enrollment
Nutrition plays a key role in almost every aspect of the health and fitness industry. Beyond fitness instruction, many clients want to pick up healthy eating patterns and make long term behavior changes. Completing this nutrition course will make you a NASM Certified Nutrition Coach. This industry-recognized certification proves that you understand nutritional science and behavior change strategies and can effectively coach clients.

NASM Certified Personal Trainer + AFAA Group Fitness Instructor
$1899 (includes vouchers), Hours: 140, twelve months
Course Code: GES1005, open enrollment
Becoming a certified fitness professional proves that you have the knowledge and expertise to lead fitness instruction safely. This online course will prepare you for two of the most in-demand certifications in the fitness industry: NASM Certified Personal Trainer and AFAA Group Fitness Instructor. You will gain key skills from videos, presentations, and other hands-on learning activities to master health and fitness topics, including nutrition, human movement science, and fitness assessments.
This course includes exam preparation, as well as the certification exam fees. The NCCA accredited NASM CPT Personal Trainer Exam and AFAA Group Fitness Instructor Exam are taken at a local testing center (PSI), and you can schedule your exam date after completion of the course and eligibility requirements.

NASM Certified Personal Trainer + Corrective Exercise
$1899 (includes vouchers), Hours: 140, six months
Course Code: GES162, open enrollment
The NASM Certified Personal Trainer and Exam Preparation is a unique online training program that prepares for the NASM CPT exam. The NASM CPT certification is one of the most respected and in-demand certifications in the health and fitness industry. The NASM Corrective Exercise Specialization (CES) provides you with cutting-edge, scientifically valid education, as well as the assessments, techniques and corrective exercise strategies to put it into practice.
This program series includes exam preparation, all study materials, as well as the exam fees. The NCCA accredited NASM CPT Personal Trainer Exam is taken at a local testing center (PSI), and you can schedule your exam date after completion of the program.

NASM Certified Personal Trainer + Performance Enhancement
$1899 (includes vouchers), Hours: 140, six months
Course Code: GES161, open enrollment
The NASM CPT certification is one of the most respected and in-demand certifications in the health and fitness industry. The NASM Performance Enhancement Specialization can give you the expertise to improve the flexibility, speed, agility and performance of both professional athletes and weekend warriors. This program includes exam preparation, all study materials, as well as the exam fees. The NCCA accredited NASM CPT Personal Trainer Exam is taken at a local testing center (PSI), and you can schedule your exam date after completion of the program.

NASM Certified Personal Trainer and Exam Preparation
$1299 (includes voucher), Hours: 80, six months
Course Code: GES146, open enrollment
The NCCA-accredited NASM personal trainer certification is one of the most respected in the health and fitness industry. Start with this prep course to become a certified personal trainer (CPT) and reach your career goals. This course gives you the most extensive resources available to successfully pass the widely respected NASM CPT exam. Through the use of online videos, presentations, quizzes, readings, and interactive activities, you will receive thorough guidance and gain understanding of CPT content, as well as the knowledge needed to successfully sit for the exam.

NCSF Certified Strength Coach
$799 (includes voucher), Hours: 70, six months
Course Code: GES160, open enrollment
In this course, you will learn how to safely and effectively screen and evaluate an individual and to develop a specific, individualized exercise prescription or program based upon their evaluation. You will learn how to properly program, instruct, and spot exercises geared toward athletic performance. Upon completion of this course, you will have learned all the necessary content to pass the NCSF-Certified Strength Coach (CSC) exam and to practice safely and effectively as a strength coach. This course includes a voucher that covers the fee of the exam.

Professional Life Coach Certification
$1899 (includes exam), Hours: 40, six months
Course Code: GES2023, open enrollment
The Certified Professional Life Coach course teaches the Core Competencies of the International Coach Federations (ICF). The ICF is the leading organization dedicated to advancing the coaching profession through high standards, independent certification, and a worldwide network of trained coaching professionals. You will learn ICF-recognized protocols and use these to build your own distinctive coaching style.
This course also incorporates the International Association of Professional Recovery Coaches (IAPRC) Code of Ethics, used to enhance the lives of individuals impacted by addiction. You will learn strategies for applying the IAPRC Code of Ethics, ICF Core Competencies, and other recognized coaching concepts. Upon completion of the course’s final exam, you will receive the Certified Professional Coach (CPC) certification. This credential is issued through the International Association of Professional Recovery Coaches (IAPRC).
Georgia Salesperson Pre-license Course
$375, Hours: 75, six months, open enrollment

The GA real estate pre-license course has everything needed to satisfy Georgia’s state education requirement for a real estate salesperson to qualify to take the state licensing exam.

This online course is an excellent introduction or review of the fundamentals of completing and presenting Georgia Association of REALTORS form real estate contracts.

Topics include: recognizing problems to avoid when completing contracts; calculating the purchase price of the property; describing the method of payment, including loan financing contingencies; locating and entering the legal description of the property; presenting offers and counteroffers, handling earnest money, preparing special stipulations, and processing residential leases.

Real Estate Investing

Discover how to make money in real estate, even if you have little to start with. This course includes specially designed worksheets and hands-on activities to take the guesswork out of your investing in the real estate market.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149
Event Management and Design Certificate
$1999, Hours: 300, six months
Course Code: GES402, open enrollment

The Event Management and Design Online Training course will equip you with the knowledge to advance in the field if you’re already working in special events, or it will prepare you to enter the profession with an understanding of the industry. You’ll build a foundation that you can use to build a career in special events or start your own special event business.

This course is split up into two modules: Special Event Management and Special Event Design and Decoration. Each module includes multiple units complete with interactive presentations. Corporate events, weddings, parades, festivals, and more are covered. You’ll learn about the practicalities of planning events and the dazzle of designing them. From permits to pyrotechnics, this course will teach you how to design, plan, implement, and evaluate special events. Learn to create spectacular special events with the Event Management and Design Online Training course!

Catering Professional Certificate
$1499, Hours: 100, six months
Course Code: GES2024, open enrollment

The Catering Professional provides the foundational skills needed for a career in the catering and events industry by teaching the elements of catering services, including overseeing events and functions and collaborating with other catering services. You will gain the ability to plan for successful food preparation and apply beverage management requirements.

This course will also demonstrate best practices for marketing a catering business, considerations for preparing and executing contracts, effectively manage human resources, and applying basic accounting principles. It will also prepare you for the Certified Professional in Catering and Events (CPCE).
Secrets of the Caterer
Discover how to put your cooking and party planning skills to work in an exciting and creative career as a caterer. Learn fundamentals of catering business including how to cook for large crowds, organize your kitchen, manage your time, and work with clients, as well as some great recipe ideas to jump-start your career.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Preston Bailey’s Fundamentals of Floral Design Certificate
$1699, Hours: 240, six months
Course Code: GES239, open enrollment
Floral design is an integral part of every Preston Bailey event. The Preston Bailey Fundamentals of Floral Design course, Part 1 in the Floral Design series, is an opportunity for you to learn the fundamentals of floral design from Preston Bailey, the industry's most highly regarded floral design expert.
The course is designed for beginners who have no experience with flowers, flower arranging, or floral design. You will learn the tricks that every good professional floral designer depends on. The course will also help you gain a strong foundation in the basics, which prepares you for learning the more complex techniques of Preston's unique floral designs. Upon completion of this course, you will also have the unique opportunity to apply for internships in your local area. You can also receive notices of internship opportunities and industry conferences and events.

Preston Bailey’s Intermediate Floral Design Certificate
$1899, Hours: 240, six months
Course Code: GES240, open enrollment
Preston Bailey’s Intermediate Floral Design, Part 2 of the Floral Design series, builds upon a florist’s knowledge of manipulation of flowers to create the breathtaking and detailed designs that Preston Bailey is most famous for when using a Table Top approach in designing an event. This course breaks down the many layers of design including table size, shape, materials, and flowers incorporated into table top designs.
You will learn the process for creating and building each design layer incorporated into a Preston Bailey Table and how each layer works together to create a cohesive design using a combination of color choices, flowers, materials, and table shapes. You will learn how to utilize a design formula to properly plan, design, price, and execute a floral design to make a profit. You will ultimately learn the financial side of floral design to confirm their formulas and pricing structures for floral designs for the table. Lastly, this course includes how to identify, approach, and set up an internship in your local area. Upon completion, you will have the opportunity to receive notices of internship opportunities and industry conferences and events.

Travel Agent Training Certificate
$1999, Hours: 100, six months
Course Code: GES218, open enrollment
Together, travel and tourism make up one of the world’s largest industries. While some travelers manage to book their own trips, travel agents still play a major role in luxury, corporate, and group travel. With the industry positioned to grow, there’s never been a better time to train to become a travel agent. This online course will prepare you to work in the fast-paced travel industry. You will gain a deep understanding of both travel and tourism, so you can help clients research, plan, and book their trips.

Wedding Planner Certificate
$1599, Hours: 340, nine months
Course Code: GES204, open enrollment
Wedding planners combine creativity and organization to help happy couples celebrate the most important day of their lives. Train for a career surrounded by celebratory events!
In this course, you will master the fundamentals of planning, orchestrating, and delivering stunning weddings and parties. This course allows you to earn your certification as a professional wedding planner and will give you an opportunity to put your new skills to work in an optional internship. Lastly, it includes the opportunity to receive notifications on internships in your area to get hands-on experience.
Internship Opportunity
This course also provides you with information on customized internships. You will receive notifications on internships in your area. It is also possible for you to receive invitations to industry conferences and events.
This internship is an opportunity for you to get hands-on experience in wedding and special event planning. An internship enables you to apply your new knowledge and skills in a work setting while making important professional connections.
An internship can be one of the most rewarding experiences of your career. Typical internships can be as short as a few hours of working on an event and often last up to six months. Internship opportunities may be paid or non-paid. In many cases, these positions lead to employment.
Beginning Conversational French
Prepare for your next trip to France by mastering the basics of conversational French. This course will provide you with proper pronunciation of French words that you’ll use in your travels as well as cultural tips including appropriate gestures and body language.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Conversational Japanese
Prepare for your next trip to Japan by learning the basics of conversational Japanese. This course will provide you with useful words and phrases for conversing as you master the essentials of the Japanese language.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Court Interpreter (Spanish/English) Certificate
$2499, Hours: 200, nine months
Course Code: GES284, open enrollment
A State Spanish Court Interpreter certification examination is a rigorous exam that requires intensive training and access to practices. The Court interpreter course includes the finest online interpreting laboratory in the market.
You will be able to practice numerous court cases as if they were in an actual court proceeding. The material presented in each lecture is immediately practiced in the online laboratory to make sure that you are able not only to memorize the transfer of a word or phrase, but also are able to interpret as it is required in a court of law. This course also prepares you to interpret in any civil deposition and any other legal proceeding in the criminal and in the civil jurisdictions.

Discover Sign Language I
Gain confidence in your ability to sign with the Deaf community. This course immerses you in silence to help you gain an understanding of the perspective of the hearing impaired and uses videos to demonstrate not only how to make signs, but how to communicate with facial expression.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Discover Sign Language II
Take your sign language skills to the next level with additional vocabulary, grammar lessons, and cultural information. This course will help you build confidence in your ability to sign with the Deaf community.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Federal Court Interpreter Certificate
$2499, Hours: 200, nine months
Course Code: GES282, open enrollment
State and Federal Spanish Court Interpreter certification examinations are rigorous exams that require intensive training and access to practice courses. The Federal Court Interpreter course includes the finest online interpreting laboratory in the market. You will be able to practice numerous court cases as if they were in an actual court proceeding, both at the state and the federal levels.
The material presented in each lecture is immediately practiced in the online laboratory to make sure that you are able not only to memorize the transfer of a word or phrase, but also are able to interpret as it is required in a court of law. This course also prepares you to interpret in any civil deposition and any other legal proceeding in the criminal and in the civil jurisdictions.

Grammar for ESL
Prepare for mainstream English classes as a non-native speaker. This course is designed as an in-depth analysis of English grammar for intermediate to advanced English as Second Language college students.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Instant Italian
Learn to express yourself comfortably in Italian. You’ll be surprised how quickly and easily you are able to learn Italian in this course, which provides knowledge of practical, everyday words and phrases you are likely to hear if you vacation in Italy.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Professional Interpreter Certificate
$1499, Hours: 40, six months
Course Code: GES230, open enrollment
This course will enable you to develop the skills necessary to use your knowledge of languages to help other people communicate. You’ll start by gaining a clear understanding of what interpreting is; the different interpreting techniques, settings, and delivery modes; and the differences between a career in public services interpreting and other language-related fields. You will also receive a thorough grounding in the principles of ethics and professional conduct as they apply to the interpreting field. In addition, you’ll learn how to control the communication flow of an interpreting encounter to ensure that all parties are recognized and heard during the meeting.
Professional Translator Certificate
$2499, Hours: 100, nine months
Course Code: GES283, open enrollment

As the world becomes more interconnected, demand for professional translators is booming. This online training course will give you the skills you need to work as an English/Spanish translator. It will also prepare you for the American Translators Association (ATA) certification exam.

Professional Translator focuses on translating written messages from English into Spanish and from Spanish into English. You will gain key translation skills, such as eliminating linguistic interference, maintaining grammatical structure, and providing cross-cultural localization.

Spanish for Law Enforcement
Communicate more effectively with the Spanish-speakers around you, and add a valuable skill to your resume. This course will help you master basic Spanish and gain more power handling situations that involve Spanish-speaking victims, witnesses, or criminals.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Spanish for Medical Professionals I
Prepare for any situation by bridging the communication gap between you, your patients, and worried family members. This course provides knowledge of basic medical phrases to help you better communicate with the Spanish-speaking community.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Spanish for Medical Professionals II
Continue to focus on providing the best possible care for Spanish-speaking patients and their families. This course provides medical professionals and healthcare providers who already have a good grasp of Spanish with more medical vocabulary to sharpen their skills.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Spanish in the Classroom
Whether you took a Spanish class 20 years ago and just want to brush up a bit, or you have never taken a Spanish class, you will learn the essential Spanish for teachers and bridge the communication gap with your Spanish-speaking students and parents. Rest assured that this won’t be anything like your typical high school Spanish course. You will learn new words in easy-to-digest bites, and each lesson will include Supplementary Material to help you keep expanding your vocabulary.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Speed Spanish I
Learn six easy recipes to glue Spanish words together into sentences, and you’ll be engaging in conversational Spanish in no time.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Speed Spanish II
Become more conversational and comfortable in Spanish-speaking situations. This course will immediately improve your Spanish fluency by covering a variety of important words and teaching you to pronounce them properly.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Speed Spanish III
Master the ability to speak, understand, and read Spanish by taking this final installment in Speed Spanish. This course will help you learn the final six recipes that will serve as templates for creating any Spanish sentence.

Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149
Digital Photography: Photographing People
Become a skilled photographer when it comes to taking beautiful pictures of adults, children, or babies. This course will help you discover the best way to shoot faces, fix common close-up problems, and use digital photo editing techniques to retouch your photos.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Discover Digital Photography
Gain the skills you need to take great photos with your digital camera and never miss a memorable moment again. This course is an informative introduction to digital photography, from DSLRs to smart phone cameras.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Introduction to Lightroom Classic CC
Save time as you enhance and manage your digital photos. This course will show you how to effectively edit and organize photos using Lightroom Classic CC with hands-on, easy-to-follow exercises that will help you perfect your digital photo collections.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $149

Mastering Your Digital SLR Camera
Break through the technology barrier and discover how to use your DSLR to take beautiful photos. This course will help you learn about features and controls, proper lenses, metering, exposure, and more to take your photography to the next level.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Photographing Nature with your Digital Camera
Discover how your nature photos can become works of art rather than just snapshots. This course will help you explore composition and lighting as you master your digital camera's controls and features to take exceptional nature photos in no time.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Photoshop CC I
Whether you're a photographer, graphic artist, or just want to alter your old family photos, you need to learn Adobe Photoshop. This hands-on, project-oriented course is filled with detailed step-by-step instructions that will teach you how to edit photos and create basic images using Photoshop in the Creative Cloud. You'll discover the latest techniques for editing out flaws, correcting poor exposure, adding new elements, and more!
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Photoshop CC II
Take a giant leap forward in the way you creatively and productively use Photoshop. This course explores the more advanced features of Photoshop CC including layers, layer masks, Smart Objects, and others that let you re-edit images and create templates that you can edit and use again and again.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $149
Introduction to Screenwriting
Learn everything you need to write a great script including structure, character creation, dialogue, and marketing and selling your screenplay. Whether you want to write micro-budget indie films or Hollywood blockbusters, this course will provide everything you need to know to write a script that sells.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

The Keys to Effective Editing
Learn the essential skills and resources you will need to become a successful and confident copyeditor. This course provides the fundamentals of top-notch editing for both fiction and nonfiction.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Fundamentals of Technical Writing
If you have a knack for explaining complex subjects in a way that makes them easy to understand, you should consider entering the well-paying field of technical writing. This course will teach you the fundamental techniques that all successful technical writers use.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Write Effective Web Content
Learn the skills and techniques you will need to make your website or blog a must-visit site on the Internet. This course will teach you how to write web content and produce multimedia that speaks to viewers in an engaging, clear, and interactive way.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $149

Grammar Refresher I
Develop English grammar skills and take your writing and speaking to the next level. This course explores the eight parts of speech, punctuation and mechanics, foundational sentence construction, phrases, clauses, problem words, common mistakes, and more with practical, hands-on exercises.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Grammar Refresher II
Gain the advanced grammar skills you need and understand how to use them in practical ways. This course helps you take your grammar skills to the next level and put them to work as you explore different kinds of business, paragraph, and even formal essay writing.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Writing Essentials
Master the essentials of writing so you can excel at business communications, engage online audiences, and take your creative literary talents to a new level. This course provides you with the writing tools you need for success.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Writing for Children
Create stories that touch the hearts of children with the help of a published children’s author. This course provides you with an essential overview of planning, researching, writing, and marketing children’s books that engage audiences and sell to publishers.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Writing for ESL
Learn to write in English more effectively so you can achieve your goals and dreams. This course will teach you how to write clearly, logically, and cohesively in any academic or work setting.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149
Drawing for the Absolute Beginner
Gain a solid foundation in the basics of drawing to become the artist you’ve always wanted to be. This course will help you become familiar with paper type, drawing styles, techniques, and basic principles of perspective, layout and design.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $149

Genealogy Basics
Learn to trace your family history and make it come alive. This course provides hands-on examples that help you dig deeper into your family’s past using several subscription-based websites that you will be able to access during the course.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Introduction to Guitar
Learn to play guitar, and become the musician you’ve always wanted to be! In these fun and informative lessons, you’ll build basic guitar skills step-by-step with the help of hands-on exercises, audio and video recordings, and detailed illustrations.
Instructor-Led | Hours: 24 | $149

Introduction to Interior Design
Learn to transform plain living spaces into beautiful and functional rooms. This course will teach you how to design every aspect of a room while taking into account color theory, industry trends, special arrangements, floor plans, design ideas, and interior design basics.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Real Estate Investing
Discover how to make money in real estate, even if you have little to start with. This course includes specially designed worksheets and hands-on activities to take the guesswork out of your investing in the real estate market.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Stocks, Bonds, and Investing: Oh, My!
Learn the basics of stocks, bonds, and investing so you can be independent and confident about your financial decisions. This class will teach you how to prepare for retirement, manage your finances, and pay for college without the need for hiring a broker or financial advisor.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Blogging and Podcasting for Beginners
Blogging and Podcasting are great ways to express yourself, but maybe you’re not sure how to start. This course will teach you how to successfully plan and create your very own blog and podcast using hands-on exercises and free web tools.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149

Mastering Public Speaking
Become an effective public speaker by discovering how to talk confidently and persuasively to both large and small groups. This course will help you equip yourself with the skills you need to communicate with ease and authority on the job or in any social setting.
Instructor-Led or Self-Paced | Hours: 24 | $149
Information Security Training Certificate
Identify, assess, and mitigate evolving security threats. See page 15 for details.